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Abstract

This position paper for the Fall Symposium on the
Control of the Physical World by Intelligent Agents
discusses the need to consider the entire set of desired
robot behaviors when designing a software architec-
ture and knowledge representation. Integrating mul-
tiple representations and action mechanisms is neces-
sary in an real robot and constraints on that integra-
tion come from a variety of areas including: control,
planning, and natural language understanding.
This paper uses robot navigation as an example to
speculate on integrating vision, sonars, dynamic ob-
stacle avoidance, and natural language understanding
into the Animate Agent Architecture. The discussion
brings up the need for a symbolic representation for
obstacles that can directly drive the robot’s motors
to react quickly to moving objects. Reconciling these
demands leads to a variety of feedback control loops
that can be influenced by symbolic planners in differ-
ent ways.

PositionPaper for 1994 Fall Symposium on the Control of
the Physical World by Intelligent Agents.

Introduction
The research we are doing at the University of Chicago
is aimed at building an integrated robotic system for
doing simple everyday office tasks like delivering mail,
fetching printouts, and cleaning up. Vacuum clean-
ing is the example task from the Symposium call most
closely related to what we are doing. In fact, one of
the tasks currently under development is picking up
trash and sorting it into wastebaskets: a prerequisite
for vacuuming the floor.

The focus of the project is trying to bring together
four of the areas mentioned in the call for papers:
robotics, control theory, computer vision, and AI plan-
ning (in the guise of reactive execution). Natural lan-
guage interaction with the robot is also a goal of the
project.

This work was supported in part by ONR contract
N00014-93-1-0332 and ARPA contract N00014-93-1-1394.
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Figure 1: The Animate Agent Architecture

The Animate Agent Project

The Animate Agent Project is the embodiment of our
research ideas. The project goal is to actually imple-
ment a robotic control system that will use vision to
guide subtasks in the service of a variety of everyday
goals like navigation, searching for objects, and moving
objects around.

The basic architecture of the system consists of four
levels (as shown in Figure 1): the robot hardware,
a modular real-time control system, the RAP reac-
tive plan execution system, and an as yet undeveloped
planner for organizing the robots overall goals.

The hardware is a small mobile robot built on an
RWI base. The robot has eight sonar and 16 IR
range sensors on board along with two color cameras
mounted on a pan/tilt head. It also has a very sim-
ple arm. Some control level code runs onboard the
robot but most of the reactive system and all of the
vision processing system are offboard. The robot can
run untethered using a radio modem for sending con-
trol commands and a video transmitter to get video
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offboard.

The bottom layer of software (above the lowest level
motor controllers) is organized as a modular control
system. Sensor based feedback control loops are "syn-
thesized" by enabling and disabling specific modules,
or skills. When a set of skills is running, it has com-
plete control of the robot, higher level software can
only change the robot’s behavior by enabling and dis-
abling control skills. Control system skills are at a
rather high level of abstraction like "move in some di-
rection while avoiding obstacles" and "track the blue
blob and update its direction". By putting together
skills like these, the robot can be made to approach
a blue blob or follow a blue blob. If specific objects
are known to be blue then these skills can be used to
approach or follow those objects. With a variety of
different visual tracking skills to generate the indexical
reference "the current direction" and a variety of ac-
tion skills to "move in the current direction" or "move
away from the current direction" or "orient in the cur-
rent direction", the robot can be made to exhibit a
large number of different behaviors.

The third layer in the architecture is the RAP re-
active execution system. The RAP system is designed
to achieve moderately abstract goals while reactively
coping with the multitude of details and problems that
must be addressed to properly carry out those goals
in the real world. In essence, the RAP system is a
very dynamic, hierarchical planner that does plan ex-
pansion at runtime. For the Animate Agent Project,
the RAP system generates commands to enable and
disable control system skills and thus runs the robot
through sequences of control states that correspond to
different activities in the world. The interface between
the RAP system and the modular control system is
where symbolic plan steps become continuous control
processes.

The final, and currently vaguest, layer in the archi-
tecture is the planning layer. The RAP system does
not do any significant look ahead so goals that con-
flict or sets of actions that might lead to difficulties
can cause problems. We have also been looking at im-
plementing a planning/natural language understand-
ing system for this top layer based on the DMAP sys-
tem of Charles Martin. Initial investigation in this
direction have produced a prototype RAP/DMAP in-
tegration that can be used to give the robot delivery
goals. The need for representations of task plans and
states of the world that can be used for both taking
action in the RAP system and understanding context
dependent language in the DMAP system provides ad-
ditional constraints on the robots overall software ar-
chitecture.

Integrating Work from Multiple Fields
The Animate Agent project requires integrating ideas
from researchers working in different areas. In partic-
ular, we are interested in trying to connect AI reactive
execution with control theory. Our approach has been
to design a simple modular control system. So far this
has worked well, but as the project gets bigger, we will
have a lot to learn from robotics and control theory re-
searchers who have explored complex control systems
in more detail.

We are also very interested in the connection be-
tween, reactive planning, control theory, and computer
vision. The burgeoning field of active, or animate, vi-
sion is based on the idea that vision processing algo-
rithms should be matched to and tightly integrated
with actual behavioral skills. In our architecture, this
integration arises via matching and enabling vision
skills and action skills to create visual feedback loops.
The RAP reactive execution system manages this pro-
cess by constructing different active vision behaviors
out of control system skills. Other active vision tasks.
such as searching for an object, are more RAP-based
in our system. Looking for a particular visual property
must be done via a visual skill, but deciding where to
look and the overall organization of the search is con-
trolled via reactive plans.

Along with the obvious places where various types
of research come together, we have been encountering
specific tasks that must be addressed using a variety
of approaches to give the desired final behavior. For
example, the local navigation task can be solved in a
variety of known ways but none is completely satisfac-
tory on its own. It’s only by viewing the task from a
variety of viewpoints and incorporating ideas from a
variety of research areas that a useful local navigation
behavior can be built.

An Example: Robot Navigation
Consider the robot navigation problem. As part of
virtually all interesting tasks in the real world, a robot
will have to move to a desired destination in an envi-
ronment it may or may not have traversed before. That
environment will also typically contain moving obsta-
cles (like people) and objects that get moved around
a lot. Thus, a map will never be completely accurate
and even recent maps may not hold all of the moving
obstacles.

From the control system perspective, a variety of
similar solutions to navigating through moving ob-
stacles have been described. For example, motor
schemas (Arkin 1987) and other potential field-like
methods have become very popular (Payton 1986;
Koditschek 1989). These algorithms are good at deal-
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ing with uncertainty in both robot and obstacle actions
and are good for avoiding moving obstacles. How-
ever, these methods cannot avoid falling into cul-de-
sacs that stretch out past where the robot can directly
sense.

From the robotics and AI planning perspectives, a
variety of map building and route planning systems
have been developed. These systems typically rely
on the robot’s sensors to map obstacles as the robot
moves around and then use the map to build plans
to get out of cul-de-sacs when they arise /citefirby-
92a,kortencamp-93. After the initial mapping phase,
these system allow the robot to travel around effi-
ciently. However, these methods do not cope well with
moving obstacles or furniture that changes location fre-
quently. Such obstacles make maps inconsistent and
plans less useful.

From the natural language perspective, navigation
behavior should support the understanding of phrases
like "go around that object to the left", "no, the other
way", "clean behind that last". The robot must be
explicitly aware of the objects around it and their in-
fluence on its current movement actions to understand
these statements correctly. This type of language is
the only way that people will effectively communicate
with a vacuum cleaner.

A realistic robot system must support all of these
facets of navigation. It must respond to moving ob-
stacles with very little reasoning so that is can react
quickly. It must also map the world as it moves so that
it can detect and escape from cul-de-sacs. It must also
be explicitly aware of obstacles and how they are influ-
encing its motion at both the reactive and path plan-
ning level. These often conflicting requirements make
navigation a challenging aspect of robot behavior.

The rest of this paper will suggest an architecture
for navigation as a point of departure for discussion.
While we are looking seriously at parts of this archi-
tecture for our robot at the University of Chicago, we
have implemented very little so far.

Local Navigation

The robot navigation problem can usefully be broken
down into two parts: local navigation and global navi-
gation. The dividing line is roughly at the point where
memory of object locations crops up. Local navigation
involves short navigation goals like crossing a room or
going through a door that allow most of the relevant
parts of the world around the robot to be sensed di-
rectly. Global navigation involves planning a route well
beyond where the robot can currently sense. Each of
these subproblems has somewhat different characteris-
tics but they must both be solved in real robot systems.

New NaT
Trackers

Local Navigation Goals

NaT [
Planner New NaT

Cues

Video
Cameras

World

Figure 2: An Architecture for Local Navigation

One approach we have been considering for local
navigation within the Animate Agent Architecture is
based around the Navigation Template idea of Slack
(Slack 1990). A schematic view of the architecture 
shown in Figure 2.

Basically, as the robot moves around, it uses sonar
and vision (or any other sensor at its disposal) to detect
and group readings from potential obstacles into an
occupancy grid (or similar data-fusion structure)(Elfes
1989; Borenstein ~¢ Koren 1991). When the occupancy
grid shows some confidence that a new obstacle has
been detected, it signals the NaT planner which as-
signs a new navigation template, or NaT, to the ob-
stacle with an estimate of the obstacles size. The
NaT planner then assigns a direction to go around the
new NaT. The drive motors are driven by the existing
NaTs. Each NaT has an easy to calculate influence
on the desired instantaneous robot heading and speed
similar to that used with potential fields.

Symbolic and Continuous Local
Navigation

The NaTs are a central idea in this architecture be-
cause they are the structures that mediate between
continuous motion and symbolic obstacle description.
The drive motors are driven continuously as a function
of the existing NaTs, but the NaTs themselves are dis-
crete entities tied to possible objects around the robot.
In this system, symbolic local route planning is decou-
pled from the control loops moving the robot but still
has a direct influence upon robot motion by setting the
direction of NaT spins.
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NaTs also form the basis for natural language under-
standing. NaTs correspond to the obstacles the robot
is actively trying to avoid (although there may not be 
one-to-one mapping between real physical objects and
NaTs) so they are reasonable referents for natural lan-
guage phrases. Examination of NaT distances, direc-
tions, and the current goal give an idea of what the
robot is doing with respect to the various NaTs at any
given moment.

In effect, the system builds up a symbolic map of
local obstacles in the form of NaT positions. Further-
more, the system can understand and change the in-
fluence of these obstacles on its behavior by way of the
NaT spins. This mechanism gives higher-level sym-
bolic planners like DMAP and RAPs a way to directly
influence the continuous behavior of the robot through
discrete, symbolic means.

Dynamic Obstacles

The local navigation picture gets a little bit more com-
plex when obstacles in the world can move under their
own control. Both occupancy grids and NaTs as-
sume an essentially static world. When obstacles move
(or even when the robot moves with imperfect dead-
reckoning), an occupancy grid will blur because of tem-
poral averaging, and NaTs will become out of place.
Dynamic obstacles and robot motion uncertainty dic-
tate the other two feedback loops in Figure 2.

The lowest-level loop connects the robot’s sonar sen-
sors to the drive motors almost directly. This loop uses
the unprocessed sonar data to stop the robot in emer-
gency situations such as when someone suddenly steps
immediately out in front.

The other feedback loop relies on tracking obstacles
in the world. When the NaT planner creates a new
NaT and adds it to the set of active NaTs, the system
tries to identify the type of obstacle using vision, if
possible, and then assigns a visual tracking routine to
that obstacle. The tracking routine is paired with the
corresponding obstacle NaT and keeps that NaTs po-
sition up-to-date. The planner may opt not to assign a
tracker if the obstacle is identified to be stationary, like
a desk, or when the obstacle need no longer influence
the robot’s motion.

Modeling obstacles with discrete NaTs allows vision
tracking algorithms to be employed more easily. Track-
ing algorithms only needs to pay attention to the obsta-
cles being tracked and do not need to compute detailed
depth maps in a more general way.

Navigation in a Global Context

Similar issues arise in the area of global navigation,
although the connection to the robot’s drive motors
is less-direct. The main issue in global navigation is

memory: how should the robot organize its represen-
tation of space so that objects and locations of inter-
est can be found again in an efficient manner. Most of
the AI work in global navigation involves map learning
and the organization of space (Kuipers & Byun 1991;
Kortencamp 1993).

Map building is a heuristic, knowledge intensive
task. Space is most efficiently divided up in differ-
ent ways for different processes. In particular, areas
of space are reachable using different actions and the
robot must partition space to support route planning
with those actions. For this reason, roads, hallways,
paths, and doorways become important. Space must
also be divided up hierarchically for both route plan-
ning and action reasons. Towns contain buildings,
buildings rooms, rooms desks, desks drawers, drawers
objects, and so on. Again, the classification must be
made on heuristic grounds based on the robot’s action
and sensing abilities. Of course, the classification must
also take into account human customs or else it will be
very difficult for the robot to understand or describe
routes and object locations using natural language.

Along with the division of space to support route
planning, remembering object locations, and natural
language, spatial memory should also be based on,
and supply expectations for, local navigation. In the
local navigation architecture described above, NaTs
bear some correspondence with objects in the world.
It would be useful for the robot to remember where
these objects are. Furthermore, the robot should antic-
ipate when remembered objects will come into sensor
range and thus require NaTs to be assigned to them.
Both of these processes depend on the way space is
represented, and on what sort of information can be
derived about an object to be remembered. It proba-
bly doesn’t make sense to remember the path of every
moving person encountered but desks and filing cab-
inets might make good landmarks (except when they
move) and their locations can be predicted.

Summary

We have not yet implemented the above technique for
local navigation but the requirements for fast response
to obstacles, mapping and planful behavior, and natu-
ral language referents, make existing approaches diffi-
cult to use individually. To make the NaT-based idea
work, we will need to draw on a variety of other re-
search areas. We need to use: NaTs, which are de-
signed to connect symbolic models of the world with
fast control processes; flexible mapping schemes that
remember obstacle (ie. NaT) locations and allow them
to be folded into the algorithm as expectations when
the robot enters an area it has visited before; and vision
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algorithms for helping to identify and track potential
obstacles.

What we would like to get out of the symposium
are: ideas from real control theory people on the prob-
lems of using modular control systems (ie. models of
discrete event control, or experience with control algo-
rithms that aren’t guaranteed correct but signal when
they aren’t working); more vision algorithms that we
can consume to give our system better ways of inter-
acting with the world; and experience from other re-
searchers building systems that grapple with the mul-
tifaceted nature of real tasks in the real world.
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